Community Reuse Roundtable

Q1 What reuse options in Whitehorse are
you aware of?
Answered: 65

Skipped: 1

#

Responses

Date

1

Raven Recycling, the free store by the dump on the hill off the Alaska high way. Lake labarge dump free store

5/22/2016 5:04 PM

2

Freestore, fb page,

5/20/2016 10:24 AM

3

Raven Recycling, the dump, the dump on the Carcross Road near Robinson.

5/20/2016 8:13 AM

4

None

5/20/2016 1:24 AM

5

Raven recycling. Zero Waste. Salvation Army

5/18/2016 10:17 PM

6

Compost, the free store at dump, salvation army, garage sales in summer. Recycling.

5/18/2016 8:43 PM

7

Free store Sally Ann Consignment stores Garage sales FB group: Whse By & Sell

5/17/2016 2:56 PM

8

free stores at dump, Raven, Sally Ann, garage sales

5/17/2016 11:47 AM

9

free store at Ravens Recycling and the dumps

5/17/2016 10:10 AM

10

The free store at the dump and the free store at Raven Recycling.

5/17/2016 8:48 AM

11

Free stores at garbage dumps

5/16/2016 8:07 PM

12

Free stores at: raven recycling Dump

5/16/2016 6:33 PM

13

PM Recycling, Raven Recycling, Salvation Army, Free Store at landfill, other organizations who periodically take
clothes donations, Pawn Shops, Tag and take, Facebook groups

5/16/2016 8:55 AM

14

Raven Recycling, Salvation Army, Free Store at some dumps, City leave at the end of your driveway day.

5/16/2016 7:39 AM

15

Only 1 at raven's and there's no room for big stuff...

5/15/2016 9:27 AM

16

All the recycling options and bringing things to the free store. Also recycling gifts - instead if buying something new,
give something u have that's cool (candle holders, homemade treats, knotted toques etc)

5/15/2016 9:24 AM

17

Free Store at the Whithores landfill Raven's free store. Salvation Army New to you

5/14/2016 11:30 PM

18

free stores, consignment shop, pawn shop, salvation army, various Facebook groups, kijiji, mount lorne transfer
station, donations to Kaushee house, art swap

5/13/2016 7:06 PM

19

Garage sales. Free store until it was closed. Barter. Fb buy n sell.

5/13/2016 6:57 PM

20

Tag n Take Salvation Army Kijiji Community Garage Sale

5/13/2016 5:07 PM

21

The Free Store at the WMF Tag It days

5/13/2016 4:06 PM

22

Free store at Raven Recycling, garage/yard sales, curbside free item days, free store at landfill, Kijiji, Salvation Army,
Sally & Sisters, Churches, Mary House, SPCA (& their annual garage sale), Ski Club ski swap, Whitehorse Connects

5/13/2016 3:19 PM

days, Sale Salvage, tiny lending libraries, Well-Read books, Public Library, individual fundraisers (items donated for
silent auctions), newspaper classified ads, Trader Time on the radio
23

Free stores, garage sales, thrift stores, free curb side items weekend

5/13/2016 1:41 PM

24

second hand stores. free store at raven. facebook groups.

5/13/2016 10:31 AM

25

Salvation Army. Raven and the dump

5/13/2016 8:26 AM

26

landfill reuse store, raven recycling free store, Salvation army thrift store, All For You store, kijiji, garage sales
(personal & City sponsored one at Canada Games Centre)

5/13/2016 8:03 AM

27

RAVEN RECYCLING P&M RECYCLING LANDFILL FREE STORE

5/12/2016 12:10 PM

28

garage sales, free store at raven recycling, whitehorse buy and sell, salvation army thrift store, etc.

5/12/2016 11:19 AM

29

Free stores, tag and take stickers, second hand shops, yard sales

5/12/2016 10:01 AM

30

Salvation Army, Raven Recycling, garage sales, whitehorse buy and sell on FB, Sequels, Well-Read books

5/12/2016 9:11 AM
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31

Salvation Army, Garage Sales, Whitehorse Buy and Sell Groups on Facebook, VarageSale Whitehorse, Kijjii, local

5/12/2016 7:41 AM

classifieds, Raven Recycling
32

the free store at Raven. garage sales

5/12/2016 6:17 AM

33

None

5/11/2016 7:24 PM

34

Free stores at Raven Recycling and landfill. Sharing with family and friends. Leaving things on the side of the road
with "free" sign.

5/11/2016 5:41 PM

35

I am aware of the Free Stores in town and the surrounding area.

5/11/2016 5:13 PM

36

Free Store at Dump. Salvation Army. Garage Sales!

5/11/2016 10:57 AM

37

Raven recycling, Salvation Army, Mary House, Well Read Books, Tiny Free Library, various buy & sell forums,
Whitehorse Public Library

5/11/2016 9:22 AM

38

none right now as the free store is closed

5/11/2016 7:46 AM

39

Garage sales Ski swap Second hand store Salvation Army Raven and city free store

5/11/2016 6:49 AM

40

Curb side pick up, community wide garage sale at CGC, free store at the dump

5/10/2016 10:12 PM

41

I reuse almost everything and create very little actual 'garbage' for the landfill. I've been doing it for more than 40
years.

5/10/2016 8:59 PM

42

Re-using items such as clothing, furniture, renovation materials, vehicles, etc. available from friends and family, and
through the Facebook Whitehorse Buy and Sell, Yukon Kijiji, the free store at Raven Recycling and classified section
in the news papers. Farmer Roberts also has a bulk section in their store where you can fill your jars or reusable bags

5/10/2016 8:33 PM

which reduces waste. Some government facilities in Whitehorse have installed water fountains that also have the
option of refilling your water bottles, such as the one at the Canada Games Centre.
43

None

5/10/2016 7:43 PM

44

the reuse tags and program where we can put things at the curb

5/10/2016 4:27 PM

45

Free Stores, Salvation Army, Pwan Shops

5/10/2016 12:25 PM

46

Consignment stores, Salvation Army Thrift store, 'free' store at the city landfill

5/9/2016 10:34 PM

47

Free store, tag and take, clothing swaps, garage sales.

5/9/2016 9:07 PM

48

Raven free store, dump free store

5/9/2016 8:01 PM

49

Free store at Raven Recycling and at the dump, the give away weekend when you can put things on your yard for
others to take

5/9/2016 5:06 PM

50

At the dump there's a salvage spot I think. There's a thrift store or two in town, too. Facebook groups - buy and sell,
trade

5/9/2016 2:14 PM

51

Raven free store; reuse shed at landfill; garage sales; consignment; thrift store; kijiji, borealist; is there a tag-and-take

5/9/2016 12:46 PM

or something like that?
52

household - 2 private recycling centres & 1-2 pick-up companies - free stores at various landfills & raven - batteries,

5/9/2016 11:21 AM

computers for schools, - online: kijiji, facebook buy-sell sites, classifieds - print: classifieds, post-it boards - radio:
trader time - garage sales & clothing swaps between friends - Yukonnstruct, Windoors Recycler, 2nd-hand & antique
shops, car salvage yards Industrial, business, construction waste - nothing???
53

Salvation Army store

5/8/2016 10:27 PM

54

Free Stores, buy and sell groups on Facebook, friends

5/8/2016 3:33 AM

55

Salvation Army, Pawn shop(s), consignment shops, Raven, and Waste Management Facitlity

5/6/2016 3:01 PM

56

raven recycling landfill community landfills also have reuse options

5/6/2016 11:02 AM

57

Books, tools, sequels, Sally Ann, ride share, raven,

5/5/2016 7:15 PM

58

garage sales, kijiji, varage sale, raven reuse store, salvation army, clothing swaps, windoor recycling, consignment

5/5/2016 6:57 PM

stores
59

The Free Stores

5/5/2016 4:19 PM

60

Kijiji, facebook buy/sell, salvation army, raven re-store, landfill reuse store (past), all-for-you, garage sales,

5/5/2016 12:47 PM

61

kijiji, wmf, raven

5/5/2016 10:41 AM
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62

salvation army, City landfill, social media, Raven

5/5/2016 8:44 AM

63

The Whitehorse dump, Raven, Marsh Lake and Mt. Lorne

5/5/2016 8:36 AM

64

Second hand stores

5/5/2016 8:33 AM

65

buy and sell options on radio/internet...

5/5/2016 8:30 AM
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Q2 What is working well?
Answered: 61

Skipped: 5

#

Responses

Date

1

The sharing aspect. I love it. We take things to the free store and take this from the store. No one fights or is territorial,

5/22/2016 5:04 PM

or hoardy! Everyone is very kind and friendly while looking through things.
2

Freestore

5/20/2016 10:24 AM

3

That so much usable stuff is able to be reused before rather than ending up in the dump. I like that I don't have to
organize a yard sale for my small amount of stuff that can be useful for someone else.

5/20/2016 8:13 AM

4

Nothing.

5/18/2016 10:17 PM

5

The free store, Salvation Army and garage sales. Recycling is great but city should have offered it 20 years ago.

5/18/2016 8:43 PM

6

They probably all work fairly well for those who choose to use them. Not sure we need a whole lot more vehicles for

5/17/2016 2:56 PM

re-use; maybe we just need a lot more promotion to get people to use them.
7

Sally Ann The dump free store needs to re open Raven needs organizing

5/17/2016 11:47 AM

8

lots of good stuff is being dropped off at the free stores

5/17/2016 10:10 AM

9

I like being able to go into town and drop things off for free in a quick manner. Raven Recycling provides this on a

5/17/2016 8:48 AM

small scale. I also like that I can provide quality used items for free to the public that needs/wants them.
10

people taking the items that were destined for the garbage.

5/16/2016 8:07 PM

11

Neither because there is no one to receive the goods It is all just dropped off with no where to go...nothing organized,

5/16/2016 6:33 PM

sorted or rejected back to the owner to take to the apprpriate place to recycle not just get rid of
12

PM Recycling. Private sector business hiring Yukon residents.

5/16/2016 8:55 AM

13

All

5/16/2016 7:39 AM

14

Marsh lk, Haines junction and Dawson city reuse stores in the communities seem to work well cause they are

5/15/2016 9:27 AM

manned.
15

All of the above

5/15/2016 9:24 AM

16

New to you is the only one working well, but they have a business attached and it's still messy. Raven is off and on.

5/14/2016 11:30 PM

Sometimes it's a huge mess, sometimes there is nothing there, sometimes there are things there and it's clean. I
understand it takes Money to keep it clean and functional. The Whithorse Landfill free store is often a pig sty, but it's
great that there is an option for good items before they get buried, wish there was a business here, organized and
charging a little bit of money for working items or decent lumber and so on. I feel it's crucial. All the good stuff that get
thrown out. Sad... It's great we have some places to put items that are no longer needed, but they all need work. The
Marsh Lake landfill is a shining light on all of this. Dawson Free store is great as well, but all the lumber and good
metal get thrown into a pile, rather than sorted and re used.
17

Facebook groups, kijiji

5/13/2016 7:06 PM

18

The Free store worked but tooo small indoors. I think we need a indoor ware house for ppl to take and give. Ppl could

5/13/2016 6:57 PM

pay a buck to d/o. I think the dump recyclables could be brought there so not to take up dump space.
19

I have bought/sold some used items via Kijiji

5/13/2016 5:07 PM

20

Not sure if either of the above are working

5/13/2016 4:06 PM

21

All of the above, some better than others, the ones that are monitored seem to work better - until more folks become

5/13/2016 3:19 PM

educated about what is acceptable to donate and what is actually only suitable for the garbage.
22

Information regarding all on Facebook sites

5/13/2016 1:41 PM

23

grassroots community involvement - e.g. facebook groups

5/13/2016 10:31 AM

24

None of them. Salvation Army is too small and overcrowded so everything seems gross. It's difficult to drop stuff off

5/13/2016 8:26 AM

and they have too few people to help them. Raven's isn't really workable. It's out of the way and not highly used so
there isn't much there. The dump's is gross and I don't even want to bring good things there because they will just end
up garbage. No staff. No oversight.
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25

For buyers garage sales are entertainment/added social time For sellers it's most convenient to have garage sale &/or

5/13/2016 8:03 AM

be able to drop off everything at 1 location (which used to be the landfill reuse store) instead of running around town
dropping off certain items at certain places (if you have access to a vehicle large enough for a couch/washing machine
etc & the physical strength to lift it in & out of the vehicle). Kijiji is not convenient (time consuming for multiple items &
waiting for sellers or buyers to respond, arranged meetings fall thru, buyers don't have full payment in cash etc..) and
it's not safe for single women ie having strangers come to their home for larger items (also a risk that buyers are
scoping out your house for a future burglary). Tag N Take Days are good but should be scheduled BEFORE No
Tipping Fee week. The Spring Tag N Take Day should be held a couple times because summer workers arrive
needing inexpensive furniture & household items (pots & pans, cutlery etc).
26

MAKING USE OF THE SERVICES AVAILABLE

5/12/2016 12:10 PM

27

all of them

5/12/2016 11:19 AM

28

Free stores, yard sales

5/12/2016 10:01 AM

29

Salvation Army, Raven Recycling, Sequels, Well Read books

5/12/2016 9:11 AM

30

Garage Sales are pretty tried and true!

5/12/2016 7:41 AM

31

both

5/12/2016 6:17 AM

32

Nothing is working well especially when you live in a rural subdivision in the city limits. You have taxes but no services

5/11/2016 7:24 PM

like you have in the rest of the city.
33

I like being able to drop my unwanted, in good condition items off at the free store. Whenever I do, people take the

5/11/2016 5:41 PM

stuff before I leave so I know it is appreciated.
34

The free stores in the surrounding areas.

5/11/2016 5:13 PM

35

Garage Sales! Free Store at Dump. Casual 'glaneuse' or scroungers that look for items at Free Store until you get

5/11/2016 10:57 AM

what you have 'ordered' with la glaneuse.
36

All except landfill free store

5/11/2016 6:49 AM

37

Definitely not curb side give away - I think it must take time to grow and needs more advertising. Sounds like free

5/10/2016 10:12 PM

store is not working ipeither (needle found). It is also pretty dumpy.
38

see #1

5/10/2016 8:59 PM

39

The things working in question 1.

5/10/2016 8:33 PM

40

free stores at recycling and landfill

5/10/2016 4:27 PM

41

Free Stores, Salvation Army

5/10/2016 12:25 PM

42

Not sure. Have heard there is a charge to put things in 'free' store so can't really see that working well

5/9/2016 10:34 PM

43

All of them.

5/9/2016 9:07 PM

44

I like that facilities exist to provide opportunities for reuse.

5/9/2016 8:01 PM

45

I really love the free stores, it would be great to see the one at the dump open again and well maintained

5/9/2016 5:06 PM

46

Facebook group Buy and Sell works really well. FB is a good spot for that these days, whether private community

5/9/2016 2:14 PM

group or the open ones. Has critical mass of users signed up, too, so seems to be efficient.
47

I don't know how well the reuse options are working

5/9/2016 12:46 PM

48

-amazing to see how fast things turn-over at free stores. - Raven processing & education is amazing. - - strong culture

5/9/2016 11:21 AM

of classifieds, trader time, kijiji, garage sales - AWESOME - composting at landfill (except make it easier to fill garbage
bins instead of more plastic packaging) - for-profit re-use businesses/shops
49

not much

5/8/2016 10:27 PM

50

All of the above (with the exception of free store at the landfill being closed)

5/8/2016 3:33 AM

51

Pawn shop and consignment shops, not much else.

5/6/2016 3:01 PM

52

Volunteering to do my own recycling without being dictated to how & paying for the options

5/6/2016 11:02 AM

53

Library, sequels

5/5/2016 7:15 PM

54

some of the higher end consignment stores that set a standard for what they accept seem to be working

5/5/2016 6:57 PM

55

I have got some pretty good stuff there as well as I have dropped off things that were in great condition. People have

5/5/2016 4:19 PM

taken it from me before I can bring it into the store
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56

kijiji, facebook buy-sell, salvation army, all for you (pricey)

5/5/2016 12:47 PM

57

raven store

5/5/2016 10:41 AM

58

salvation army, social media, Raven. City landfill reuse store is usually a mess.

5/5/2016 8:44 AM

59

The Marsh lake and Mt Lorne reuse stations are pretty well organized and somewhat tidy. There is garbage being

5/5/2016 8:36 AM

dumped as "free items"
60

Second hand stores

5/5/2016 8:33 AM

61

not sure

5/5/2016 8:30 AM
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Q3 What could be improved?
Answered: 60

Skipped: 6

#

Responses

Date

1

The cleanliness aspect. A few of us were willing to volunteers to keep it clean, but we were told it was a liability and we

5/22/2016 5:04 PM

couldn't. But it's nice if it's kept up and not too junky. There are lots of willing volunteers, who are ready to take up the
call!
2

Freestore, more options

5/20/2016 10:24 AM

3

Sorting, sorting, sorting and sorting. I know it would cost money, but there needs to be someone to organize this
operation to make it more user friendly and increase the amount of stuff that is reused vs being put in the dump.

5/20/2016 8:13 AM

4

City needs to let Raven Recycling do their job and let other private organizations deal with reuse and stay out of it. We

5/18/2016 10:17 PM

need a free store not run by the city
5

Compost is full of chick weeds and not easy to buy. Inconvenient so I don't. Recycling by city but need to know it isn't

5/18/2016 8:43 PM

ending up in dump.
6

If there was a place stuff could be taken and just dropped off. If someone else could make the stuff available through

5/17/2016 2:56 PM

listing it on FB or including it in a garage sale, more people might be inclined to take stuff there rather than chuck it in
the trash.
7

larger space, advertising, encouraging creating an awareness of the benefits

5/17/2016 11:47 AM

8

unusable / dirty / damaged stuff should be sorted out faster

5/17/2016 10:10 AM

9

It would be great if there was a bigger reuse space in the downtown area with a few staff to help keep it organized

5/17/2016 8:48 AM

and keep the junk that isn't really reusable out of the space.
10

More locations for free stores.

5/16/2016 8:07 PM

11

Have someone to accept or reject items for a reuse/recycle situation Do not have the general public keeping things

5/16/2016 6:33 PM

tidy, it doesn't work. It is not generally safe either!
12

PACKAGING. We need to stop garbage at its source so a tax on packaging would be in order. Not on EVERYTHING
that comes in a package - just those items with excessive packaging or in non-recyclable/compostable packaging.

5/16/2016 8:55 AM

13

Maybe monthly leave at the end of your driveway for free taking/free stores at all dumps

5/16/2016 7:39 AM

14

Keep whse reuse store either at landfill or better yet a manned no charge drop off goods...with strict regs on broken

5/15/2016 9:27 AM

stuff.
15

Encourage more people to recycle. More education and make it simple for people.

5/15/2016 9:24 AM

16

The Whitehorse Landfill, it should start there. A business needs to be there, a presence deciding what is good and

5/14/2016 11:30 PM

what is actually garbage. Sell what you can for a reduced rate, the surplus stuff, give it away. Better than burriing it.
17

construction & household goods need somewhere to go - like a habitat for humanity store

5/13/2016 7:06 PM

18

The dump is a huge disappointment, high fees, no recycling anything! Bury lots of stuff that could be recyclable.

5/13/2016 6:57 PM

19

Promoting people to use their own reusable bags, coffee cups, water bottles instead of plastic; reusable coffee cups;

5/13/2016 5:07 PM

promote a culture of recycling and reusing in the City; seeing stats of how much goes to landfill was a useful reminder.
20

Ensuring that those persons putting items in the Free Store are able to know that they are going to those in need, not

5/13/2016 4:06 PM

being taken to resell by others.
21

The free store at the Whitehorse landfill. It always has been a mess, but is worse now than ever. The monitored free

5/13/2016 3:19 PM

stores offer generally better reusable fare and are definitely tidier. Perhaps a grant could be obtained to provide
"education" and screening of items to be put in the free store. If people are charged less for the unacceptable items
then they may learn what to bring and what not to bring to the free store.
22

Free store at main dump

5/13/2016 1:41 PM

23

reusing building supplies such as ReStore. prices of some retail resellers are ridiculously high - thinking consignment

5/13/2016 10:31 AM

shop by Honda. Would purchase furniture and other items at a reseller before considering new, but options are very
limited here.
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24

One big centre would be great that everyone contributed volunteers and/or staff to with a large 24/7 drop off bin.

5/13/2016 8:26 AM

Enough people to wash, tidy and manage the store and whatever profit - if any - could go to charities. It could be
subsidied by a bit of money from YG recycling dollars, a bit from the city and maybe a local group would manage it if
they got that funding support.
25

see Tag N Take comment in previous response

5/13/2016 8:03 AM

26

CITY PUTTING MORE HANDOUTS IN BILLS COMING TO HOME OWNERS - JUST GET THROWN IN THE

5/12/2016 12:10 PM

GARBAGE
27

more places to donate and simpler donation process - after hours donations, for instance.

5/12/2016 11:19 AM

28

Free stores, more organized

5/12/2016 10:01 AM

29

need a Habitat for Humanity restore, more options for used men's/boys clothing, reuseable sports equipment, more

5/12/2016 9:11 AM

options in general
30

The volume that is out there needs to be coordinated. As above the social media groups work but the organization of
the page is not ideal and it is a lot to look at.

5/12/2016 7:41 AM

31

need more opportunities and locations

5/12/2016 6:17 AM

32

Everything. Unless you love in the downtown area of the city you have no services nor are you made aware of the

5/11/2016 7:24 PM

services offered by the city.
33

Easier drop-off options. Raven's hours are such that I can't always get there.

5/11/2016 5:41 PM

34

The Whitehorse Landfill is the worst reuse store of all of them. The issue is there is no specific attendant who

5/11/2016 5:13 PM

maintains it and keeps it in a tidy fashion. If the Dump had a better standard of cleanliness at the reuse store the turn
over of items would be much better and there would be less issues with needles. I suggest the City collaborate with
Challenge and hire a worker to be specifically in charge of maintaining the reuse area.
35

Hypodermic needles are a city-wide and Yk-wide problem. We need sharps containers in public washrooms and at

5/11/2016 10:57 AM

the dump. Maybe a buy-back program? As far as I know only the No Fixed Address van RN's take back used syringes,
and Blood Ties 4 Directions.
36

Free store could have more staff and a better, indoor venue

5/11/2016 6:49 AM

37

Free store could be cleaner. More advertising.

5/10/2016 10:12 PM

38

see #1

5/10/2016 8:59 PM

39

There is a lot of construction material and free goods dumped in the City of Whitehorse landfill and at the free store at
the landfill but you need to pay to dispose of these things and then if you want to collect any construction material from

5/10/2016 8:33 PM

the dump you need to have a salvage permit which means a lot of people just go and buy new material instead of
choosing used material that is suitable for their project. Reusing in Whitehorse seems to be citizen based and the City
of Whitehorse hasn't seemed to do much about promoting the reuse of materials. A re-store for construction materials
would be a perfect example of something that could work well in this community. Refillable water bottle stations should
be added to all government buildings (both federal, territorial and municipal - this would reduce a tremendous amount
of plastic water bottles that are disposed of ever day.
40

perhaps host a market or community yard sale for reusing items

5/10/2016 4:27 PM

41

More information on what can be reused and where items can be taken

5/9/2016 10:34 PM

42

Safety/hygiene at free store.

5/9/2016 9:07 PM

43

It is a nightmare to go to any free stores. The clothes are thrown in and not sorted. I think people would take more

5/9/2016 8:01 PM

from the free store if there was a person hired to keep the free store organized. Also I love the idea from other zero
waste municipalities where all garbage is sorted and then the usable or fixable items (ie. broken toasters, lumber from
contractors) are fixed and made available for a small fee. I think the people hired to fix items and to staff a store like
this would pay for itself with the revenue.
44

It is sad that the free store was closed, it would be nice to have it open again and to have more frequent and better

5/9/2016 5:06 PM

advertised give away weekends
45

Social networks are good. Sometimes there's safety concerns, so having a central place to transfer items might be

5/9/2016 2:14 PM

useful, too. No idea if there's a business model there; the direct sales model - user to reuser - does generally work
well.Diverting as much as possible from landfill is a great way to go. Read about textile diversion programs beginning
now in Canada. Worth thinking about how that might evolve in Yukon.
46

Don't know

5/9/2016 12:46 PM
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47

- construction waste and re-use - how to funnel waste wood etc for re-use, home heating etc? how to make it easy for

5/9/2016 11:21 AM

businesses, agencies & homeowners to reduce waste AND divert to re-use centre.... check out the Portland 'Rebuilding Centre' -- biggest: reduce packaging and purchasing - How do we reverse the ever increasing packaging at
production and shipping? - make it mandatory, efficient and easy to do - focus on largest volume producers (industry?)
48

City should learn from Germany. They have curbside pick up every spring. If you have furniture or appliances not

5/8/2016 10:27 PM

needed.Just leave on curb and someone will pick it up.
49

not sure

5/8/2016 3:33 AM

50

Fewer options but full time staffing at those few.

5/6/2016 3:01 PM

51

More drop off places for certain items. Have more free days at Landfill to clean up yards and promote recycling more
often. Listen to what the public is telling you and not just what you want to hear that agrees with your opinions and

5/6/2016 11:02 AM

agenda.
52

Ride share could be way more user friendly by just having wait stations in convenient pull over areas for people

5/5/2016 7:15 PM

needing rides,
53

staffing levels at any place that accepts donated items

5/5/2016 6:57 PM

54

Monitor a little more closely as to what people take to the Free store. Some people bring stuff that should be thrown in

5/5/2016 4:19 PM

the garbage or brought to the dump.
55

Raven and Landfill free stores

5/5/2016 12:47 PM

56

free store at landfill often to messy to stand in

5/5/2016 10:41 AM

57

bigger space with more staff.

5/5/2016 8:44 AM

58

More staff?

5/5/2016 8:36 AM

59

Don't know

5/5/2016 8:33 AM

60

not sure

5/5/2016 8:30 AM
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Q4 Why is reuse important to you?
Answered: 62

Skipped: 4

#

Responses

Date

1

Recycling is important to the planet . The choices we make today are for our children tomorrow. It should be important

5/22/2016 5:09 PM

to everyone not to be consumer whores! But to share and reuse
2

reuse should always be preferable to throwing it in the dump. That said, reduce is the first step of the green cycle

5/20/2016 8:18 AM

"reduce, reuse, recycle". I benefit both ways; leaving stuff there and taking stuff away.
3

Better for environment, better use of resources and less wasteful

5/20/2016 1:27 AM

4

I run a local buy and sell business that depends on reuse. A lot of valuable items end up in landfill that don't need to
be.

5/18/2016 10:19 PM

5

We can't keep consuming everything new. Older products used to be so much better well made and should be used.

5/18/2016 8:46 PM

Need to help environment.
6

Save the earth Reduce burden on landfill Provide needed stuff to people who may have no other means to get such
stuff Helps people de-clutter their lives by off-loading no-longer-needed stuff

5/17/2016 3:01 PM

7

we are filling our landfill too fast and perfectly good items are being wasted

5/17/2016 11:48 AM

8

only because I don't need an item anymore, somebody else might need it and it won't end up on the landfill

5/17/2016 10:12 AM

9

I like that there is a chance that products that still have life in them get reused versus thrown away in the dump.

5/17/2016 8:50 AM

10

Less items in the dump

5/16/2016 8:08 PM

11

There is a lot of "stuff" out there and sometimes no need to buy new.

5/16/2016 6:41 PM

12

It is not important to me. Its a lifestyle choice I made long ago and is just part of who I am.

5/16/2016 8:57 AM

13

less garbage/less cost

5/16/2016 7:40 AM

14

I have built many bicycles for kids from the many reuse stores in the yukon as well as placed many items which have
value to someone.

5/15/2016 9:38 AM

15

Decreases impact on our landfills. It's important to take care of our earth.

5/15/2016 9:28 AM

16

Resources, all this stuff we throw away has a cost. The good lumber with a few nails or screws in it, cost us a tree,

5/14/2016 11:42 PM

that we payed for, gas, diesel, trucking, the mill time, the carbon and so on. Just as an example. The discarded can
opener, same thing. The metal was mined, energy to melt the metal down, ship it all the way here. Every item should
be re used if we can re use it. Education. We have been living in a throw away society and it's go to stop.
17

Its a highly important to me. We throw to much away and we need to lessen our carbon footprint.. We need to be

5/13/2016 7:09 PM

cutting edge and progressive.
18

ZERO WASTE

5/13/2016 7:07 PM

19

To reduce plastic in the landfill; to reduce environmental impacts associated with waste

5/13/2016 5:07 PM

20

One person's trash could be another person's treasure. What I don't need, someone else may need.

5/13/2016 4:18 PM

21

To ensure our current landfill has an extended lifespan. I am not comfortable being part of the "disposable product"
culture. I value things that last and that are repairable. Saving money is also a good thing.

5/13/2016 3:29 PM

22

Cheep, environmental impact, style, resale value

5/13/2016 1:44 PM

23

minimizes waste, low cost alternatives to new, more character, in some cases better quality

5/13/2016 10:32 AM

24

Environmental - extend life of landfill, reduce # of items being manufactured, reduce shipping to Whitehorse (carbon

5/13/2016 8:48 AM

footprint) Reduce costs - for those w/low income, for taxpayers to open a new landfill Encourage production of & value
of quality products (eg solid wood furniture vs pressboard that breaks easily)
25

Why waste stuff. Why fill up the dump when you don't need to. I pay attention to what I buy and still I end up
sometimes with things I do t want that are perfectly good. Someone could use them. Also I'm not that handy but lots of
people are. I'd love for someone to have the opportunity to fix mildly broken things and make some money off that in a
structured way.
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26

NOT EVERYTHING IS DONE BEING USEFUL - JUST BECAUSE I DON'T HAVE A USE FOR IT

5/12/2016 12:19 PM

27

It's wasteful to throw away what someone else could use.

5/12/2016 11:19 AM

28

Reduces waste, cheaper option

5/12/2016 10:02 AM

29

saves money, prevents useful things going into the dump, benefits environment,

5/12/2016 9:13 AM

30

It reduces the amount of waste in our city/territory. Also it teaches a good lesson on how to slow the amount of

5/12/2016 7:43 AM

consumerism.
31

It's wasteful to put perfectly good things in the landfill just because I don't want them anymore. Garage sales are

5/12/2016 6:17 AM

difficult where I live and it's not always possible to piggyback on someone else's sale
32

After reducing, it's the best option before recycling. Recyling is costly, both economically and on the environment.

5/11/2016 5:49 PM

Recycling, composting and landfill should be a last resort.
33

Because we live in a disposable society that wastes plenty.

5/11/2016 5:19 PM

34

There's enough underused stuff in the world already! It is cheaper too!

5/11/2016 11:00 AM

35

Diversion from the landfill; a cheap way to obtain goods; reduce the need for new products

5/11/2016 9:25 AM

36

we need to re-use and recycle to avoid landfill issues

5/11/2016 7:48 AM

37

Divert waste from dump. Less wasteful of resources Provides opportunities for those with less money to spend

5/11/2016 6:55 AM

38

Less junk going to the landfill, less manufacturing of stuff from Overseas if you are able to find it second hand, more

5/10/2016 10:15 PM

unique, cost savings, happy someone else is using something I am done with
39

It saves money and helps keep the environment clean.

5/10/2016 9:02 PM

40

Because our planet has too much garbage generated on a daily basis. Most large retail stores promote consumerism

5/10/2016 8:34 PM

instead of buying quality items that last a long time or reusing items again and again. A lot of these purchases end up
in landfills. The creation of products takes alot of resources - including energy and minerals. If we are smarter about
reusing items and making them last then we can have less mining, both hard rock and oil and gas, reduce the use of
fossil fuels and help keep wilderness wild.
41

because we don't need all the things we have, important to recycle everythign for environment and landfill's sake,

5/10/2016 4:29 PM

someone's garbage is someone's treasure...
42

Less pollution, less recycling for nothing, cheaper than buying new

5/10/2016 12:27 PM

43

Because I hate throwing useful things away when I no longer need them

5/9/2016 10:35 PM

44

Bc there is so much s$&t already in the world, and it takes gigantic amounts of resources and energy to produce stuff,

5/9/2016 9:11 PM

not to mention factors such as child labour, toxic materials, transportation costs, waste disposal, etc.
45

People consume so much in our society. Then they purge things that still have a life. If we don't reuse it, those items

5/9/2016 8:04 PM

end up in the dump.
46

I like getting things for free, seeing my unwanted stuff given new life and being environmentally friendly

5/9/2016 5:09 PM

47

Saves money. Better to reuse than make new all the time. Get away from throw-away society in general.

5/9/2016 2:18 PM

Environmental impact of manufacturing is large and this can help reduce it. Get back to making better quality meant to
last, rather than support built-in obsolescence as we now see in just about everything.
48

I don't like wasting.

5/9/2016 12:47 PM

49

Yukon words to live by: Take only what you need Use all that you take Respect all life.

5/9/2016 11:27 AM

50

No waste

5/8/2016 10:29 PM

51

good way to make sure full use of items happens and good way to save money

5/8/2016 3:33 AM

52

good items given away to those in need is a good thing. Saves on disposal of some good items.

5/6/2016 3:04 PM

53

I don't have to keep everything if it can be a benefit to someone else. Not everything needs to go to the Landfill.

5/6/2016 11:06 AM

54

Reduction of waste to landfill, less primary consumption resulting in fewer natural resources beng wasted, lifestyle

5/5/2016 7:20 PM

affordability for a wider range of people, lowering of expectations on personal footprint,
55

waste diversion and a cheap form of redistribution to those in need

5/5/2016 6:58 PM

56

Other peoples junk are other peoples treasures and it helps people that don't have a lot of money. The concept of it is

5/5/2016 4:23 PM

to keep things out of our landfills, I like that
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57

I love used goods, especially old well made stuff, antiques and furniture. salvaged building materials are very important

5/5/2016 12:54 PM

to me as raw materials are pricey and I like building planter boxes and other things for my home.
58

every object reused offsets use of new resources

5/5/2016 10:44 AM

59

perfectly reusable items end up in landfill that could be used or sold by someone else

5/5/2016 8:46 AM

60

I have gotten so many useful items! One person's trash is another person's treasure.

5/5/2016 8:40 AM

61

I'd rather not throw something away if someone else can have the use of it.

5/5/2016 8:34 AM

62

helps cut down on material entering the landfill

5/5/2016 8:30 AM
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Q5 What would you like reuse to look and
feel like in Whitehorse in the future? (1-3
years)
Answered: 61

Skipped: 5

#

Responses

Date

1

A natural community of giving and organized helpers. Keeping an environment clean for everybody and enjoying it's

5/22/2016 5:09 PM

benefits as we share together.
2

Almost like a warehouse, but without the solid walls. If it's not gone within a few weeks, then it can be tossed. And
organized! kitchen stuff, books, media, etc. Make it "cool" for anyone to get stuff from the reuse shelf :)

5/20/2016 8:18 AM

3

Broad program of education for all ages. Practical, simple ways to move forward with this initiative with quantifiable
goals.

5/20/2016 1:27 AM

4

A public free store that I'd away from the dump run by a private organization that keeps it clean and run well.

5/18/2016 10:19 PM

5

I used to love going to The Blue Box in Cobourg where ppl donated their stuff and it provided employment for ppl with
disabilities. Excellent selection, very well organized and kept clean.

5/18/2016 8:46 PM

6

Convenient, easy drop off to make it a no-brainer to get stuff into the re-use stream and keep it out of the landfill
Eventual curbside pickup

5/17/2016 3:01 PM

7

A city that is proud of its re-use policies and continually encourages its practice

5/17/2016 11:48 AM

8

regular flea markets for the public in town

5/17/2016 10:12 AM

9

I would like to see reuse become a bigger part of Whitehorse community disposal options.

5/17/2016 8:50 AM

10

more locations for reuse

5/16/2016 8:08 PM

11

Organized, tidy, sorted out, not dangerous with knives, poison, fish hooks, broken glass.

5/16/2016 6:41 PM

12

Not like the free store at the dumps - the Whitehorse store was a mess and Dawson City's is just plain disgusting.
Offer more flea markets - year round - so folks can get rid of their stuff.

5/16/2016 8:57 AM

13

free stores at dumps or other places/even facebook page to list free items to be given away

5/16/2016 7:40 AM

14

Marsh lk Dawson and Haines junction dump could set the bar for other locations....just pay someone to sort and keep
clean...and everyone is happy.

5/15/2016 9:38 AM

15

Less packaging on purchases. We'd have to rally the manufacturing sector to decrease this waste.

5/15/2016 9:28 AM

16

I think I have already answered this. Organize it. Promote it. Educate the masses. Garbage day should only be

5/14/2016 11:42 PM

garbage. Start with the kindergarten children at the same time. A large store at the dump where you can get a buck or
two for you good stuff?? Maybe it gets sold for 5 bucks?
17

Just garbage in the dump. Recycle everything. No Plastic groc bags. A way to make waste disposal make energy.

5/13/2016 7:09 PM

Clean Green and Efficent energy from garbage.
18

way more goods are reused, which decreases the amount of usable materials in the landfill and improves affordability

5/13/2016 7:07 PM

for lower income families
19

More opportunities to reuse would be great.

5/13/2016 5:07 PM

20

I would like the Free Store (or something like it) to be managed the way Golden Horn's is being managed, with sup

5/13/2016 4:18 PM

21

A lovely clean and organized free store at the landfill site, special days for trading unused items that are still functional

5/13/2016 3:29 PM

(i.e. stoves, fridges, kettles, bathroom fixtures), a couple of people who are employed to just sort the incoming waste to
recover even more reusables/recyclables like wood from broken furniture and pallets, other side businesses would
spring up from the well supplied acceptable donations to the landfill like revamped clothing and fabric reclamation.
22

A reused up cycled consignment store

5/13/2016 1:44 PM

23

increased opportunity to purchase used goods at affordable prices, more community involvement, large centre for

5/13/2016 10:32 AM

quality used goods.
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24

convenient to access (location, times, multiple items accepted so it's a 1 stop shop/drop), organized (esp separated to

5/13/2016 8:48 AM

encourage reusing construction items like wood w/a couple screws in it that is still good for small projects, art etc).
centralized location, on-line info source/directory of where to buy/sell items (esp impt for new residents, seasonal
workers, low income people who have less time to search)
25

A big clean easily accessible store that has everything from clothes to renovation items available.

5/13/2016 8:29 AM

26

I BELIEVE THAT WE ARE DOING GOOD BUT IF LANDFILL CHARGES WERE LESS - MORE GARBAGE WOULD

5/12/2016 12:19 PM

FIND ITS WAY TO THE RIGHT PLACE INSTEAD OF BEING DUMPED ANYWHERE NO ONE WILL SEE.
27

Not sure

5/12/2016 11:19 AM

28

More organized distribution centres of 2nd goods for free or cheap

5/12/2016 10:02 AM

29

Well organized reuse stores for everything from clothes to furniture to household goods to sports equipment to books
to building supplies. Encourage people to be in the habit of buying at these free/used/vintage stores first before buying

5/12/2016 9:13 AM

new...
30

An open, easily accessible place to look for that "one person's garbage is another's treasure. And even more people

5/12/2016 7:43 AM

doing it.
31

More opportunities in more locations to leave, take, swap usable items

5/12/2016 6:17 AM

32

Like a lending library. Or like those little free "libraries" but with stuff. Maybe a website that functions like a free

5/11/2016 5:49 PM

classifieds, where people looking to acquire or purge can list their items. Ideally sorting and cleaning drop-off areas
wouldn't be a burden to city staff and citizens would act responsibly.
33

I would like it to look like the clusters of recycling/compost/garbage to include also a reuse bin.

5/11/2016 5:19 PM

34

Have a 'glaneuse' for seniors ''Hey, I need a toaster oven'', or ''I could use a curling iron'', la glaneuse goes to the Free
Store with a list from everybody, and eventually, you get your toaster oven, curling iron, whatever. Have reuse be less

5/11/2016 11:00 AM

work for Raven, and considered to be a good thing. Make reuse of building materials the norm and not the exception.
35

People consistently try to find reuse options before considering new purchases.

5/11/2016 9:25 AM

36

why not put it in with 1 of the recycle depots

5/11/2016 7:48 AM

37

Large indoor heated space with capacity to repair and recondition or upcycle goods. A Habitat for Humanity Restore

5/11/2016 6:55 AM

38

More a part of the culture, less like picking through someone else's garbage, more fun.

5/10/2016 10:15 PM

39

Expansion of free stores and reducing the dump salvage fees to a minimal charge.

5/10/2016 9:02 PM

40

I would like to see a free store set up that costs nothing to use. I would like to see a re-use store for construction
materials that only sells things to cover the wages of their employees and their overhead costs - a non-profit
organization like Habitat for Humanity. I would like to see more options for filling your own containers at the grocery

5/10/2016 8:34 PM

store - like buying things in bulk in reusable bags and jars....both dry items and milk. A few years ago a surcharge was
added to the use of plastic bags and now so many people bring their own bags to the grocery store now.
41

That it is common place and the first thing people think of instead of throwing away their stuff - also that government or
private sector initiatives support that like the fridge retirement program with YG and Yukon Energy

5/10/2016 4:29 PM

42

More efficient, I found in garbage new stuffs that governmental agencies threw it up instead of giving them away or

5/10/2016 12:27 PM

trying to sell them by some way!!
43

Convenient for both donor and those wishing to use the service

5/9/2016 10:35 PM

44

I think there are some good things already happening. I like the idea of "trading posts" where you being things of value

5/9/2016 9:11 PM

that you are done with ( or could be services) for others' things or services.
45

Staffed free store, staffed low cost store (of items that are brought to the dump that can be fixed or are still in usable

5/9/2016 8:04 PM

condition).
46

In the future I would love to see more items diverted from the landfill to continue to be used

5/9/2016 5:09 PM

47

Easy. Connect people directly, without middle people. Online. Safe - so maybe an intermediary for some things could

5/9/2016 2:18 PM

be useful. Offline option for somethings
48

- less dependence on 'stuff' from south. - local materials and re-use - increase in local skills, availability and support for

5/9/2016 11:27 AM

renovation, re-upholstry, furniture, appliance and clothing repair businesses - we should not have to send stuff away to
be fixed, and it should be cheaper and easier to repair than buy new... BIG PROBLEM
49

Clean and no junk laying around

5/8/2016 10:29 PM

50

Free stores, etc.

5/8/2016 3:33 AM
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51

Two or three places for re-use of items, with more items than clothing such as good quality doors, windows, building
materials, appliances, sports equipment, etc.

5/6/2016 3:04 PM

52

Less garbage thrown in greenbelts and hidden spots that no one will see.

5/6/2016 11:06 AM

53

Reuse depots is all communities with on line resource lists for needed items that could be exchanged easier.

5/5/2016 7:20 PM

54

staffed site where some things are sold and other things are given away. a real push for online options too

5/5/2016 6:58 PM

55

More organized & monitored free stores so people don't drop off their garbage.

5/5/2016 4:23 PM

56

A community operated reuse store to sell second hand goods, give away the less desireables. I'd also like to see an

5/5/2016 12:54 PM

organization dedicated to deconstruction of homes and repurposing materials appliances and fixtures, etc. as opposed
to demolishing and landfilling only. maybe there is an opportunity for some form of free stuff app. I know kijiji and face
book are already servicing this niche but there may be an opportunity for a sharing app?
57

like Mt Lorne or Deep Creek free stores, neat and managed

5/5/2016 10:44 AM

58

organized, easy to see items, safe and widely used by residents

5/5/2016 8:46 AM

59

It would be great to have a cleaner, more organized store at the Whitehorse dump. Perhaps dedicated staff to moniter

5/5/2016 8:40 AM

reuse drop offs?
60

Don't know

5/5/2016 8:34 AM

61

not sure

5/5/2016 8:30 AM
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Q6 Is there anything else you think we
should know?
Answered: 39

Skipped: 27

#

Responses

Date

1

I think it's so amazing and helpful to have the reuse store at the dump. Alot if us are broke. We shop there for our kids

5/22/2016 5:09 PM

toys and clothes. We send things to our relatives in poorer countries. We are so happy to have a location to go that we
are not judged or feel like scavenger's, but like good people making good choices for our finances and for the planet.
Please bring it back. Please!!
2

Ignoring the reuse concept will only result in a fuller land fill, faster. Would it cost more to put it all in the land fill or to
hire someone to organize it?

5/20/2016 8:18 AM

3

I fully support this initiative and encourage you to move forward with it.

5/20/2016 1:27 AM

4

Nope

5/18/2016 10:19 PM

5

We are 20 years behind Canada - it is embarassing and I am glad it is being looked at.

5/18/2016 8:46 PM

6

Please do what it takes. I imagine there is a significant ROI for efforts in this regard in terms of: - Reduced pressure
on the landfill - reduced pressure on govts and other social services agencies to provide stuff people need but cannot

5/17/2016 3:01 PM

afford
7

Many times I have gone to the free store at raven recycling...many times it has been a terrible messy mountain of
stuff. It seemed there were many staff standing around or high grading any good stuff and leaving all the rest to lie

5/16/2016 6:41 PM

where it fell. I watched for awhile and did not like the lack of attention or good work ethic. I see no reason to keep it
like this, then wonder why someone gets poked by a needle!
8

Charging people to drop off good items doesn't seem right...monitor and enforce quality in this stores goods. Thank
you

5/15/2016 9:38 AM

9

I'm I pressed with how much recycling is available in the Yukon. Great job, keep it up

5/15/2016 9:28 AM

10

People are trying,( Whitehorse land fill free store, Raven, Marsh Lake,) and I think it's allot of work the way it's set up.
Like out of the goodness of their hearts. Help them out, keep it going. It's a great start. Feel free to contact me. I would

5/14/2016 11:42 PM

love to help. kenkengreen@gmail.com I hope that helps. Thank you for offering the survey. Ken
11

City of Whse needs to really recycle their cashables..

5/13/2016 7:09 PM

12

Inform, educate but also ensure that the frameworks are in place so that once someone decides to go in this direction

5/13/2016 7:07 PM

there is somewhere to take their stuff
13

I would like to stay tuned to this initiative

5/13/2016 5:07 PM

14

The City does an awesome job for the citizens of Whitehorse!

5/13/2016 4:18 PM

15

Thanks for asking. Your efforts are appreciated.

5/13/2016 3:29 PM

16

I think I've already written enough for you folks to plow thru, lol! Thanks for all your efforts to encourage residents to
reduce waste.

5/13/2016 8:48 AM

17

It's done all over the world. We are small so the market might require some subsidy but with a bit of help we could get
it off the ground here. It may not be very profitable like it is on some cities but it is possible if supported

5/13/2016 8:29 AM

18

no

5/12/2016 11:19 AM

19

n/a

5/12/2016 7:43 AM

20

I moved here from Vancouver where we used to leave stuff on the curb all the time and it would get taken by "alley

5/11/2016 5:49 PM

shoppers". (We used to scavenge wood this way too.) Last year, I dutifully printed and cut out the "take me" cards the
city had, for leaving items at the curb. The same day everyone in Whitehorse had a garage sale. Nobody else had a
free pile. Nobody I talked to had heard of the tag-and-take initiative. My stuff was gone in 2 hours and people seemed
thrilled. I hope nobody took the free stuff and sold it in their garage sale but I have my suspicions...
21

I think it would be very smart of the City if when they make the new Operations Building they installed a furnace that
reused the waste oil from maintaining the fleet. I understand it takes more maintenance, but I feel that the oil is
already been paid for, why not put it to use again?Should the City do this it would be setting a great example to its
citizens that it is capable of reducing waste and saving tax dollars.
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22

people look to re-use items to avoid high cost so this is a great idea keep up the good work

5/11/2016 7:48 AM

23

I love second hand!

5/10/2016 10:15 PM

24

Eliminate residential tipping fees at the dump every weekend. Too many people dump stuff in the bush since tipping
fees were increased.

5/10/2016 9:02 PM

25

There should be compost stations all over town and in all government buildings. There is no reason why compost
should be going into the garbage. This should include composting options for all local businesses, especially
restaurants.

5/10/2016 8:34 PM

26

thanks for the opportunity to speak

5/10/2016 4:29 PM

27

I think the city should waive fees for the giant flea markets/ garage sales they sponsor. Just enable it, knowing it saves

5/9/2016 9:11 PM

the landfill space by recirculating reusable items.
28

I'm sure you are aware of other municipalities that have success in the reuse department but it would be good to see
what is working well in places that are getting close to zero waste. It would also be great if information that you find

5/9/2016 8:04 PM

could be published on a website so that residents know what you are working on.
29

YuKonstruct hosts a monthly Repair Cafe to help the public fix their broken items instead of throwing them out.

5/9/2016 5:09 PM

Perhaps the City could partner with the makerspace to do something similar on a larger scale a few times a year
30

how do we support products built to last? be repairable, like the old days? how do we prevent cheap appliances,
furniture etc from being shipped up here and purchased? - let's reverse the tide of more stuff, stuff, stuff! and garbage

5/9/2016 11:27 AM

and waste of resources
31

Should turn off lights in offices all night.

5/8/2016 10:29 PM

32

no

5/6/2016 3:04 PM

33

Reuse/Recycle is something an individual needs to do not you force them to do or make it a monetary fee because
your neighbor won't recycle.

5/6/2016 11:06 AM

34

Consider categories of practical reusable items that could be exchanged and start a user friendly data base with easy

5/5/2016 7:20 PM

options for exchange.
35

i think the reuse store at the landfill is the only real dump at the dump

5/5/2016 6:58 PM

36

Maybe just spending the money to install security camera's and letting people know that they are being watched or
recorded will help stop people from dropping off their garbage instead of taking it to the dump to dispose of.

5/5/2016 4:23 PM

37

Very happy that this conversation is being had. I believe reuse will need to be championed by community

5/5/2016 12:54 PM

organizations, and the City and Yukon government have a responsibility to support the operation when dealing with all
the other CRAP that gets donated for 'reuse'. Thank you
38

I think the private sector would like to take this on as an opportunity

5/5/2016 8:46 AM

39

Don't know

5/5/2016 8:34 AM
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